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Web-based Learning Concepts

- Learner centered web recommendations – safe environment/sense of community; facilitate; offer student choice; vary pedagogical activities (Bonk & Cummings, 1998).

- Move learners from passive to active participation, from instructor-directed tasks to self-driven tasks, from non-evaluative sharing to true collaboration (Rodes, Knapczyk, Chapman & Chung, 2000).
The importance of community for safe learning; how to implement communication and collaboration strategies to enhance learner community and cognitive engagement (Liu, Magjuka, Bonk, & Lee, S., 2007)
Forms of Feedback Used

- Original course web-structure, Summer 2009
- Research influence and past web-based instruction experience
- Fall 2009 Student Feedback
- Logistics of Spring 2010 student locations and pedagogical issues
- MSU Online Course Peer Review Rubric
- Linda Jacoby, Ph.D. Peer Review feedback memo and consulting meeting
Example: Integration of Library Mini-Modules

- Collaboration with Lisa Baures, MSU Research Librarian
- Rationale for going to web-based modules
- Content and participation learning objectives developed
- Choice of ISpring software
• Controlled Vocabulary --
• characteristics
  – mandated
  – predefined
  – authorized
• function precludes identifying
  – homographs
  – synonyms
  – spelling variations
  – variant terminology
Beyond the classroom
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Future Directions for KSP609

- Get further Spring 2010 student feedback
- Adjust and enhance Library modules
- Address further suggestions from Linda Jacoby’s online peer review feedback
- Design additional content area modules (qualitative research concepts, etc.) incorporating more student interaction with content and peers